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0. Introduction
Li (1991) claims that some imperative verbs in the Paran dialect of Sediq
present problems for a neat synchronic analysis, and appeals to a far-fetched
diachronic or comparative explanation. In fact, Li fails to recognize a
paradoxical phenomenon hidden in some imperative verbs: Vowel movement
takes place regardless of intervening consonants, while vowel assimilation
operates with intervening trans-laryngeal consonants transparent. In this
paper I argue agOnst Li and demonstrate that the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis
(McCarthy, 1989) suggests a neat synchronic analysis. Some imperative verbs
cannot be accounted for until consonants and vowels are presented 'onto
different planes. The multiplanar morphological analysis is justified by both
internal and external/comparative evidence. In addition, I will demonstrate how
phonological rules associated with imperative verbs operate with respect to
Plane Conflation.'
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the data and my
analysis. Theoretical Background . is laid out in section 2. Section 3 shows how
the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis and Plane Conflation account for the data.
External/ comparative evidence for multiplanar morphology is given in section
4. Section 5 is a conclusion.
1. Data and Analysis
Sediq is an Austronesian language spoken in Taiwan. All the data in this
1
- The Morphemic Plane Hypothesis was originally called the Morphemic
Tier Hypothesis (McCarthy, 1979, 1981). Since the advent of theories of
segmental geometry which reserve the notion "tier" for the position of a
feature in segmental structure, it has become common to refer to the positions
of morphemes in space as "planes" rather than "tiers."
2 The term was originally named Tier Conflation which McCarthy (1986),
following Younes (1983), proposed to explain much recent work in planar
phonology and morphology, which suggests that morphemes do not remain on
different planes throughout the derivation.
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2paper are based on Yang (1976), which provides a thorough description of the
phonological system. Some alleged "recalcitrant data" remain unsolved since
the publication of Yang's paper. Li (1991) claims that the data present
problems for a neat synchronic analysis and appeals to a far-fetched
diachronic or comparative explanation. I will argue that both Yang and Li miss
a generalization that in some imperative verbs, the quality of the stressed
vowel remains unchanged after stress shift triggered by suffixation regardless
of intervening consonants. Before getting into the core of this paper, let us
start with some background information relevant for later discussion.
1.1 Background Information3
Sediq has five vowels /i, e, a, o, u/, 2 glid9s /y, w/ and 16 consonants /p,
t, k, q, b, d, g, s, x, h, ts, m, n, N, 1, r/. 4 Stress falls on the penultimate
syllable. Syllable structure shows (C)V everywhere, except the world-final
position.
In Sediq, future tense is derived by prefixing mu- to the base, and
imperative form, by suffixing Iya is put before the verb to indicate
negation. Consider the paradigms in (1):
(1)	 Future	 Imperative Negative	 Base	 Gloss 
muqeraq
	 quraqi	 iya qeraq /qeraq/	 'to catch'
mu kari	 kurii	 iya kari	 /kari/	 'to dig'
mu kulah	 kulahi	 iya kulah	 /kulah/	 'to weed'
mutuqiri	 tuqurii	 iya tuqiri	 /tVqiri/	 'to turn'
From (1), we see that there exists a common denominator among vowels 4efore
the stressed syllable: all the vowels are reduced to a phonetic [u]. The
phenomenon suggests that the vowel in the future tense affix may not realize
until the application of vowel reduction.
3 This section is based on Yang (1976) and Li (1991).
4 According to Yang (1976), h is a pharyngeal fricative. N stands for the
velar nasal, for typographical convenience. In Li (1991), glottal stop is also
included in the consonantal inventory.
5 According to Li (1991: 164), depending on the dialect or speaker,
vowels before the stressed syllable may be reduced to a schwa. This vowel
reduction accounts for the reason why in some cases we set up a V, an
indeterminable underlying vowel in the base.
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3Let us turn to the present tense, which is derived by prefixing urn- to the
base. For verbs beginning with a vowel, u in the prefix is deleted to observe
the canonical syllable structure CVCV... Vowel deletion also applies in the
imperative forms. Notice that the deletion rule holds only of content words in
absolute initial position.
(2) Present	 Imperative Negative
	 Base	 Gloss
meyah	 yahi	 iya eyah	 /eyah/	 'to come'
mimah
	 mahi	 iya imah	 /imah/	 'to drink'
maNan	 Nali	 iya aNan	 /Anan/	 'to take'
mutaq	 taqi	 iya utaq	 /utaq/	 'to vomit'
For verbs with a word-initial labial consonant, the Obligatory Contour
Principle (OCP), which prohibits identical adjacent melodic elements, triggers
deletion of the stem-initial consonant, and then deletion of the word-initial
vowel applies. Consider examples in (3), and their derivations are illustrated
in (4).
(3) Present	 Future
	 Imperative	 Base 	 Gloss
metaq	 mubetaq	 butaqi	 /betaq/	 o stab'
muNu	 mupuNu	 puNui	 /puNu/	 'to tie'
(4) UM	 betaq	 OCP
	 > umetaq 	 > metaq
[lab] [lab]
um - punu
	 OCP
	 > umuNu 	 > munu
[lab] [lab]
For verbs with other word-initial consonants, metathesis operates as the
result of the interaction of Edgemost, which says "an item is situated at the
edge E of domain D," and the -Coda constraint, which says "syllables do not
have codas," to use the vocabulary of Optimality Theory (Prince and
Smolensky, 1993: 35). Traditional prefixes or suffixes always appear strictly
at their corresponding edges, however in Sediq -Coda is higher than
Edgemost in the ranking hierarchy, and hence satisfaction of the more
dominant prosodic well-formedness constraint is achieved at the sacrifice of
the morphological constraint. Since constraint violation must be minimal, the
prefix is located as near the left edge as possible. Examples are given in (5).
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4(5) Present	 Base	 Gloss 
qumeraq	 /qeraq/	 'to catch'
kumari	 /kari/	 'to dig'
kumulah	 /kulah/	 'to weed'
tumuqiri	 /Tvqiri/	 'to turn'
Before I end this subsection, one more point needs to mention. In Sediq, there
is an assimilation rule in which an antepenultimate vowel becomes identical
with the stressed vowel, as shown in (6).
(6) Future	 Base	 Gloss 
meeyah	 /eyah/	 'to come'
miimah	 /imah/	 'to drink'
maaNan	 /Anan/	 'to take'
muutaq	 /utaq/	 'to vomit'
In fact, an intervening pharyngeal fricative '/h/6 is transparent to the
assimilation rule, but no other consonants, as shown in the following
comparison.
(7a) iya cehebuy 'not to drip' 	 iya pihido 'not to dry'
iya cuhuNi 'not to forget' 	 sulahayi 'Learn!'
(7b) iya pukepak 'not to grope' 	 iya tulima 'not to wash'
iya pusutotuy 'not to raise'	 luwahi 'Open!'
The data in (7a) and (7b) indicate that the assimilation rule is actually a
trans-laryngeal harmony, which is blocked by supralaryngeal consonants.
Notice that given the same environment, the assimilation rule overrides the
reduction rule, which in turn is to reduce all the vowels before the stressed
position to a phonetic [u]. Furthermore, disyllabic verbs are excluded by the
assimilation rule, as exemplified in (8).
6 According to Li (1991), glottal stop is also transparent to the
assimilation rule. The only example cited is tulu?uNi, which is derived from the
base tVle?Un, 'to sit down.' With the reduction rule which reduces all the
vowels before the stressed position to a phonetic [u] in hand, we cannot tell
whether the antepenultimate vowel is really derived from the assimilation rule.
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5(8)	 reus	 'to bury'	 taus	 'to beckon'
dehuq 'to arrive'
	 bohi	 'Bake!'
Judging from (8), we can draw a conclusion that the two vowels counting from
the right edge, that is, vowels in the right-most foot, in Sediq are fully
specified, and hence is out of the realm of the assimilation rule. In fact, the
above-mentioned reduction rule also supports the claim that vowels in the
right-most foot are fully specified.
1.2 Some Recalcitrant Data
This section discusses some imperative verbs which both Yang (1976) and Li
(1991) fail to offer an adequate explanation. Actually they both miss a
generalization that in some cases the quality of the sp'essed vowel, which is
supposed to change after stress shift triggered by suffixation, remains
unchanged regardless of intervening consonants. This dichotomy in imperative
verbs can be illuminated by the comparison in (9).
(9a) Imperative Negative
	
Base
	
Gloss 
quraqi	 iya qeraq /qeraq/	 'to catch'
kurii	 iya kari	 /kari/	 'to dig'
qutai	 iya qita	 /qita/	 'to see'
(9b) Imperative Negative	 Gloss 
sukunexi	 iya sukenux	 'to smell'
tuleNi	 iya teluN	 'to touch'
tuduroyi	 iya tudoruy	 'to roll down'
bohi	 iya obuh	 'to bake'
The imperative verbs in (9a) pose no problem for Yang (1976) and Li (1991).
After stress shift, the reduction rule operates and vowels before the stressed
position are reduced to a phonetic [u]. In contrast, the imperative verbs in
(9b) are not that easy to explain. Both Yang and Li set up the base for (9b)
as in (10) and propose the rule in (11) to account for the vowel alternation.
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6(10) Base (Yang & Li)
/sV kenex/
/teleN/
/tVdoroy/
/oboh/
(11) {e,	 --> u / 	 (C)#
So far, this analysis does a perfect job to link up verb inflections and the
vowel reduction rule. However, there are some other data which (11) predicts
wrong, as in (12).
(12) Imperative Negative	 Gloss	 Base (Yang & Li)
	
rehepi	 iya rehak 'to sow'	 /rehep/7
	
cehepi	 iya cehak 'to lick' 	 /cehep/
	
reheqi	 iya rehaq 'to remove' /reheq/
In order to solve the dilemma between (9b) and (12), both Yang (1976) and Li
(1991) posited another rule.
(13) e --> a / 	  (c)#
A serious problem arises. The comparison between (11) and (13) shows clearly
that given an input e, we cannot predict which output is to be surfaced.
Li (1991) suggests an alternative for (12): if we treat a as the underlying in
the second syllable of the base, as shown in (14),
(14) Base
/rehap/
/cehap/
/rehaq/
and e in the suffixed forms as derived, and attribute it to the process of
assimilation with the preceding vowel, then there will be no exceptions. As Li
(1991: 166) himself notices, "the main problem with this solution is: how can
we account for the fact that the stressed vowel gets assimilated to the
preceding unstressed vowel only in these imperative forms? In all the other
cases, the stressed vowel retains its full vowel value and is not affected by
its adjacent segments. Moreover, all other instances show that it is the vowel
in the antepenultimate syllable that gets assimilated to the following stressed
vowel."
The morphophonemic rule p --> k / 	 # is not our concern here.
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At last, Li (1991: 167-168) has recourse to a diachronic explanation, which I
think is far-fetched.
"Shall we, then, treat the rule a ---> e for the verbs in (12) as
a minor rule, which applies only to a few verbs? A common
feature among these verbs is that the vowel in the penultimate
syllable is [e], historically derived from *a, which might not have
received any stress at an earlier stage. Stress might have fallen
on the final syllable with the vowel [a] < *a in the proto-forms.
As it shifted its position when a suffix was attached to it, it was
susceptible to change, that is, it was reduced to a schwa or
assimilated to the preceding vowel which was a schwa. The stress,
therefore, still fell on the final syllable, that is, the suffix in the
proto-forms. Such proto-forms (with stress on the final syllable)
may have been rare."
As a matter of fact, there exists a common denominator between (9b) and (12):
just like cases in other verbs, the bases of (9b) and (12) are exactly the
negative forms without the negative marker. After stress shift which is
triggered by suffixation, the quality of the stressed vowel remains unchanged
regardless of intervening consonants. The mere difference between (9b) and
(12) lies in that the imperative verbs in (9b) are derived from vowel movement
followed by vowel reduction or deletion, whereas those in (12) are derived
from vowel movement followed by trans-laryngeal harmony, as illustrated in
(15).8
VM	 VR
(15a) sVkenux + i ====> sVkVnex + ====> sukunexi
	
VM	 VD
(15b) obuh + i ====> Vboh + i ====> bohi
	
VM	 VH
(15c) rehaq + i ====> rVheq + i====> reheqi
The peculiar phenomenon of vowel movement across intervening consonants
finds a further support from (16).
(16) Imperative Negative
	 Base	 Gloss 
putasi
	 iya patis
	 /patis/	 'write'
	
There is no need to posit a rule, say, r ---> a / 	 C#for (16). In fact, like
(9b) and (12), (16) also exhibits vowel movement.
For the rest of this paper, I will focus on the so-called "recalcitrant" data,
8 The short forms in (15) are: VM = vowel movement, VR = vowel
reduction, VD = vowel deletion, and VH = vowel harmony.
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and demonstrate how the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis and Plane Conflation
offer a neat synchronic solution.
2. Theoretical Background
This section lays out the theoretical background of this paper. A brief
introduction of the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis and Plane Conflation is
necessary for later discussion.
2.1 Morphemic Plane Hypothesis
The original support for the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis came from the root
and pattern morphology of the Semitic languages. Emb reed within 	 general
theory of autosegmental representations, the Mor •	 Plane	 pothesis
provides an explanatory analysis of the morpholo .. .he Semitic languages
in which distinct morphemes were projected onto distinct planes, ar shown in
(17):
(17) a. Consonantal root	 k	 t	 b
1	 1	 I
I	 I	 I
b. Prosodic skeleton	 CVCVC
/
c. Vocalic melody	 a
In (17) the verbal form katab is presented, with the triconsonantal root
meaning 'write,' the prosodic template, and the vocalic melody occupying
separate planes. Such multiplanar representation allows an explicit account for
the ordering between a given consonantal root and embedded vowels in
different patterns.
In recent years the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis has been invoked in a
number of phonological and morphological analyses outside of Semitic. In
McCarthy's (1989), the weak and strong versions of the Morphemic Plane
Hypothesis are examined. It is shown that the strong version of the
hypothesis, which says "separate morphemes if and only if separate planes,"
is invalid. The weak version, which says "if separate morphemes, then
separate planes," is not invalidated, but have no independent status as a
principle of linguistic theory. The conclusion is that the Morphemic Plane
Hypothesis is not a morphological principle at all. Rather, planar V/C
segregation is required whenever the linear order between vowels and
consonants is entirely predictable. There are three criteria on which vowels
and consonants must dispense with linear order: (i) the Weak Morphemic Plane
Hypothesis cases like Semitic, (ii) templatic morphology, and (iii) sufficiently
restrictive root structure constraints.
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2.2 Plane Conflation
McCarthy (1986) notes that much of Semitic phonology operates on
representations in which vowels and consonants are folded together into the
same plane. In other words, morphemes do not remain on different planes
throughout the derivation. He proposes, following Younes (1983), that a
process of Plane Conflation brings together morphemically distinct planes into
a single plane at some stage in the derivation. Cole (1987) also crucially
assumes Plane Conflation, and proposes that it occur between the lexical and
postlexical levels of the phonology.
3. Representation of the Sediq Data
In Sediq there is no evidence for morphological distinctions between vowels
and consonants or templatic morphology. But there is a rigid constraint on
canonical form CV...; precisely, no content words can start with a vowel, and
there is highly restricted (C)V syllable structure that could conceivably
render the linear order of vowels and consonant redundant. In this vein, the
Morphemic Plane Hypothesis should be able to account for how verb inflections
in Sediq are represented. In fact, two pieces of internal evidence support our
using the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis. The first piece of evidence comes form
the phenomenon that all the vowels before the stressed syllable become a
phonetic [u], which can be represented neatly by spreading if vowel melody
itself occupies a plane. The second piece of evidence lies in the distinction
between present tense and future tense of verbs with a labial initial with
respect to the OC'P effect. For instance, matis and mupatis, the present tense
and future tense for pates 'to write'. According to the Morphemic Plane
Hypothesis, affixes are projected onto different planes, and hence the labials
in um-patis and mu-patis are not adjacent. The OCP cannot apply at this
stage of derivation. After Plane Conflation which folds all the vowels and
consonants onto a single plane, mupatis does not violate the OCP and
therefore is surfaced. By contrast, the labials in umpatis become adjacent, and
the OCP comes into force. Then, umatis becomes matis through the application
of vowel deletion.
Recall that the "recalcitrant" data in section 1.2 involve four major rules,
namely vowel movement, vowel reduction, trans-laryngeal harmony and vowel
deletion. If we adopt the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis, vowel movement and
vowel reduction must take place before Plane Conflation, which folds vowels
and consonants together onto a single plane somewhere in the derivation, in
order to prevent association line crossing. In contrast, trans-laryngeal
harmony must operate after Plane Conflation, otherwise we cannot explain why
assimilation is blocked by supralaryngeal consonants. Vowel deletion also comes
into force after Plane Conflation whereby the well-formedness of syllable
structure can be examined. With the option of V/C segregation and Plane
Conflation in hand, the alleged "recalcitrant" data become tractable. •
Now let us go back to the imperative verbs in (9b), (12) and (16) and see how
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they can be accounted for by the MPH. To avoid too much repetition, we will
just take sukunexi and bohi in (9b), and rehepi in (12) for example, as in
(18).
(18) Imperative	 Base	 Gloss 
sukunexi	 /su ken ux/ 'to smell'
bohi	 /obuh/	 'to bake'
reheqi	 /rehaq/	 'to remove'
Following the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis, we claim that there are four planes
in Sediq: consonant melody, vowel melody, C-V skeleton, and the suffix plane.
Derivation of the imperative verbs proceeds basically step by step as follows:
First, apart from the suffix -i, in the stem only vowels in the right-most foot
are fully specified underlyingly since all the vowels before the stressed
position are surfaced as a phonetic [u]. A distinction of v and V is marked
in the skeleton to ensure that underlyingly specified vowels are associated to
the right position. Second, the suffix vowel gets priority to be linked to the
final V slot since it is prespecified. Consonants are linked to the C slots one
by one from left to right. Third, association also goes from left to right for
the two underlyingly specified stem vowels, and the first vowel gets linked
to the leftover V slot. The fourth step is that all the vowels before the
stressed syllable are presented by spreading [u] by default. Association
undergoes in accordance with principles in the autosegmental phonology, and
unlinked element gets deleted pursuant to Stray Erasure. Finally, Plane
Conflation (PC) folds vowels and consonants onto a single plane. Rules which
must apply after Plane Conflation now come into play.
Now let us see the derivation of sukunexi.
(19a) Consonant melody:	 s	 k	 n	 x
CV skeleton:	 CvCvCVCV
Vowel melody:	 e u
Suffix plane:
(19b) Consonant melody:	 s	 k	 n	 x
CV skeleton:	 CyCyCVC V
Vowel melody:
	
e u ;
Suffix plane:	 i (prelinked)
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(19c) Consonant melody:	 7	 k	 n
CV skeleton:	 CvCv C VCV
Vowel melody:	 e u
Suffix plane:
(19d) Consonant melody:	 s	 k	 n
CV skeleton:	 CyCyCyCV
\	 /
Vowel melody:
	 [u]	 e u
Suffix plane:
(19e) Consonant melody:
	 s	 k	 n	 n( 91	 I	 I PC
CV skeleton:	 CyCyCyCV 
	 > sukunexi
\	 /
Vowel melody:	 [u]	 e u :
Suffix plane:	 1 i
* (Stray Erasure)
Below is the derivation for bohi.
(20a) Consonant melody:	 b	 h
CV skeleton: 	 vCVCV
Vowel melody:	 ou
Suffix plane:
(20b) Consonant melody:
	 b	 h
CV skeleton:	 v C V C
Vowel melody:	 0 u
Suffix plane:
	 i (prelinked)
9 PC stands for Plane Conflation.
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(20c) Consonant melody: 	 b	 h
CV skeleton:	 v C V C
Vowel melody:	 o u
Suffix plane:
(20d) Consonant melody:	 b	 h1	 11	 1
CV skeleton:	 v C V C
Vowel melody:	 RI] o u
Suffix plane:
(20e) Consonant melody:	 b	 h
	
:	 PC	 VD
ICV skeleton:	 v C V C V 	 > ubohi 
	
 bohil°
Vowel melody:	 Cu] o u
Suffix plane:	 11
*(Stray Erasure)
Now let us see how rehepi is derived.
(21a)	 Consonant melody:	 r	 h	 p
CV skeleton:	 CvCVCV
Vowel melody:	 e u
Suffix plane:
10 Only after Plane Conflation can syllable structure be examined, and
hence vowel deletion comes into play.
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(21b) Consonant melody:	 tri
CV skeleton:	 CvCVC
Vowel melody:	 e u
Suffix plane:
	
i (prelinked)
(21c) Consonant melody:	 r	 h	 pi
CV skeleton:	 CvCVC
Vowel melody:	 e u
Suffix plane:
(21d) Consonant melody: 	 r	 h	 p
CV skeleton:	 CyVC
Vowel melody:	 [u] e u
Suffix plane:
(21e))	 Consonant melody:	 r	 h	 pI	 I	 I	 PC	 VHI	 I	 I
CV skeleton:	 C v C V C V 	 > ruhepi 	 > rehegill
I	 I
Vowel melody:	 [u]	 e u
I	 I
I	 I
Suffix plane:
(Stray Erasure)
Before I end this section, an evaluation of using the Morphemic Plane
Hypothesis is necessary. Compared with Li's far-fetched diachronic solution,
our analysis based on the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis wins out on the point
of being able to capture a generalization and provide an explicit synchronic
explanation for the Sediq data. A slight difference from the convention lies in
setting up the distinction of v and V in the CV-skeleton to ensure that the
stressed vowel gets associated to the right position.
11 Vowel harmony applies after Plane Conflation, otherwise we cannot
explain why supralaryngeal consonants block this rule.
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4. External/Comparative Evidence for Using the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis
This section presents a piece of external/comparative evidence from the
Butanglu dialect of Paiwan i4 for adopting the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis.
Butanglu has a four-vowel inventory: i, u, a, and @ (schwa) (Ho, 1977). In
general, stress falls on the penultimate syllable. Verb inflection in Butanglu
is similar to that in Paran. For present tense, -Cam- is inserted after the
worcHnitial consonant, and for imperative, -i (for first person plural) and -u
(for second person) are suffixed to the stem. Notice that the (a in the present
tense affix gets assimilated to the following stem vowel but not other
vowels, as shown in the comparison between (22) and (23):
(22) Stem	 Present	 Gloss 
qaqivu
	
q@maqivu	 'shout'
tupu	 t@mupu	 'scrub'
l@Nl@N	 1@m@Nl@N	 'see'
(23) Stem	 Present	 Gloss
qiLaj	 qimi Laj	 'sit'
cia	 cimia	 'invent'
zian	 zimian	 'dance'
sixisix	 simixisix	 'sift'
On the conventional premises that assimilation rules are accomplished by
association-line spreading and association lines do not cross, V/C segregation
becomes necessary in order to maintain the locality condition of assimilation
rules. If spreading occurs in a uniplanar representation, association-line
crossing is unavoidable.
Take qimiLaj in (23) for example. Its derivations in a uniplanar and a
multiplanar representation are shown in (24) and (25) respectively.
(24) *CVCVCVC
q@mi Laj
12 According to Li (1973), there are three language groups in the
Austronesian languages of Taiwan, namely, Atayalic, Tsouic, and Paiwanic. They
are all genetically related. The Atayalic group includes Atayal and Sediq.
Paiwanic group consists of Paiwan, Amis, Bunun, Puyamu, Thao, Pazeh,
Saisiyat, Kavalan, and Rukai. Tsouic group includes Tsou, Kanabu, anciSaaroa.
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(24) is ruled out by the Well-formedness Condition (Goldsmith, 1976) since the
spreading of vowels across consonants or consonants across vowels is
prohibited. In contrast, multiplanar representation makes assimilation licit. As
shown in (25), association follows the principles in the autosegmental
phonology, and unlinked elements gets deleted by Stray Erasure.
(25a) Vowel melody:	 i	 a
CV skeleton:	 CVCVCVC
Consonant melody:	 q	 L j
Affix Plane:
	 @ m
(25b) Vowel melody:
	 i	 a
CV skeleton:	 CVCIICV C
Consonant melody:	 q	 L j
Affix Plane:
	 @ m
(25c) Vowel melody:
	 i	 a
/
CV skeleton:	 CVCVCVC
Consonant melody:	 q	 L	 j
Affix Plane:	 @ m
(i Spreading)
(25d) Vowel melody:
	 i	 a
/
CV skeleton:
	 CVCVCVC===> qimiLaj
Consonant melody:	 q	 L j
Affix Plane:
	 @ m
* (Stray Erasure)
In Butanglu, a consonant dissimilation rule triggered by the OCP also lends
support to the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis. Specifically, the consonant m in
the present tense affix becomes n when there is a neighboring m, as shown
in (26):
(26) Stem	 Present	 Gloss
q@vuc	 q@n@vuc
	 'suffocate'
t@v@La
	 t@n@v@La 'answer'
paysu	 .p@naysu
	
'husk rice'
mu Li	 m@nuLi	 ' 'force (Japanese loan word)'
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Obviously, two adjacent labials are disallowed in this language. Again, if
consonants and vowels are arrayed on a single plane, there is no way to show
why the OCP operates in (26) since there exists an intervening vowel between
the two consonants involved. Taking cganCavuc for example, let us consider the
representation in (27).
(27) C V C V C V C
q@
	
m	 Et	 v	 u	 c
[+lab]	 [+lab]
As illustrated above, the two labials are not adjacent, and hence the
dissimilation rule cannot apply. In contrast, the locality condition on adjacency
can be observed in a multiplanar representation, as illustrated in (28). Again,
association goes in accordance with principles in the autosegmental phonology.
The two labials are adjacent somewhere in the derivation, and meets the
environment of the dissimilation rule. An OCP violation is prevented by
changing the feature of the place node on the first of the adjacent labial
consonants. After Plane Conflation, all vowels and consonants are folded
together onto a single plane, and hence Ontavuc is realized.
(28a) Vowel melody:
CV skeleton.:	 CVCVCVC
Consonant melody:
	
q	 v	 c
Affix Plane:
	 @ m
(28b) Vowel melody:	
@,	
u
CV skeleton:	 C -V	 II/ C V C
I	 ,
,	 ,
Consonant melody:	 q n 	 V	 C
[+lab]
Affix Plane:
	 @
[flab]
(28c) Vowel melody:
	 u
I	 ;	 PC
CV skeleton:	 C, V,	V C V C ====> q@ngvuc
Consonant melody:	
q
V	 c
Affix Plane:
(OCP effect)
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5. Concluding Remarks
Both internal and external/comparative evidence supports our using the
Morphemic Plane Hypothesis to account for the "recalcitrant" data in Sediq,
that is, the imperative verbs with vowel movement. A natural question arises:
What about the imperative verbs without vowel movement? Since the vowel
reduction rule, which reduces all the vowels before the stressed position to
a phonetic [u], also nolds in these verb inflections, the Morphemic Plane
Hypothesis does a better job than a uniplanar representation. The reduction
can be implemented by spreading [u]. The Morphemic Plane Hypothesis, as
opposed to a uniplanar representation, can observe the conventional premise
that association lines do not cross. Let us take kuburihi as an example, and
see how it is derived from kVberih 'to dig'. As we shall see, the mere
difference between the verbs with vowel movement and those without lies in
that in the former it is the first underlyingly specified stem vowel that gets
associated to the leftover V slot after the suffixal vowel -i is linked to the
final.
 V slot, whereas in the latter, the second underlyingly specified stem
vowel.
(29a) Consonant melody:	 k	 b	 r	 h
CV skeleton:	 CvCvCVCV
Vowel melody:	 e i
Suffix plane:
(29b) Consonant melody:	 k	 b	 r	 t:
CV skeleton:	 C v C v C V C
Vowel melody:
	 e i
Suffix plane:	 i (prelinked)
(29c) Consonant melody:
	 c	 b DI	 r
CV skeleton:	 CvCvVC
Vowel melody:	 e
Suffix plane:
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(29d) Consonant melody:	 k	 b	 r	 h
I	 I
CV skeleton:	 CvCvCVC
Vowel melody:	 [u]
	
e i
Suffix plane:
(29e) Consonant melody:	 k	 b	 r	 h
PC
CV skeleton:	 C v C V C V CV====> kuburihi.
Vowel melody:
	
[Li]	 e
Suffix plane:
(Stray Erasure)
Ail the imperative verbs without vowel movement in (1), (2) and (3) can be
derived by the same way.
Another question is: Why does there exist such a dichotomy between verbs
with vowel movement and verbs without? In other words, can we predict their
occurrence? Except for distinct specifications in the lexical entry, we find that
only verbs with a non-high vowel /e, o, a/ in the stressed syllable exert
vowel movement. The theory of Lexical Diffusion (Wang, 1969) might offer a
line of further thinking about this question. For now, it is too early to come
to any conclusion. More interestingly, among verbs with vowel movement, over
95 percent has e and u in that order as the two underlyingly specified
vowels. If vowel movement does not apply, all the vowels in the surface
representation are realized as u after vowel reduction, except the imperative
suffix. A speculation is that vowels of the right-most foot in Sediq could be
labels for lexical idiosyncrasy . The phonemic/distinctive status of u may not
be as steady as other vowels, which finds a piece of supporting evidence from
vowel reduction, and hence this language has aversion to having u as the
stressed vowel.
In this paper 1 have discussed imperative verbs in the Paran dialect of Sediq.
I argued against Li's claim that some verb inflections present problems for a
neat synchronic analysis. Instead, the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis,• supported
by both internal and external/comparative evidence, was shown to offer an
explicit account. Finally, the issue of how to predict the two patterns of
imperative verbs is left open for further research.
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